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HERITAGE FUNDS PROGRAM 

 
 
 
This Program is offered by a Government Agency and it is only for accounts holders at 
HSBC Hong Kong.  
 
Minimum 500M USD/Euros  
Maximum 10T USD/Euros with 2B Tranche Per Day  
 
 
1. Terms and Requirements:  
Proof of funds/Bank Statement /Account requirement/Account must be on HSBC 
Internal Screen.  
 
 
 
2. Transaction Procedures: 

1. Investor Agrees to this Procedure and Return and signs Consulting Fee 
Agreement and provides Company documents, Corporate Resolution (if a 
Corporation), A-size Color copy of signatory passport and Bank Statement.  

2. Asset Manager completes due diligence with the FED.  
3. In the morning, Investor takes Asset manager to the counter of HSBC to obtain a 

printed Bank Statement.  
4. The same morning Asset Manager and Investor sign Co-operation Agreement 

and other documents inside HSBC, Hong Kong. The same day afternoon, Asset 
Manager assists Investor with opening a Receiving Account. 

5. Transaction period is One Year pay Monthly. Profit is 100% per Month, shared 
as follows: China Bank Group 50%, Investor 40%, Program Manager 10%.  

6. Both parties sign the Co-operation Agreement, to confirm the  
 smaller amounts from 500M upwards will be put together on traders  
 side till it reach 5B USD/EUROS, so your investors must be prepared for  
 a certain waiting period. profit sharing, and to protect the interest of all  parties, 
 so that the transaction can be completed. The terms and conditions of the Co- 
 operation Agreement must be adhered to by both parties. 
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3. Profit Sharing: 
 
 1.The Co-operation Agreement profit sharing will prevail.  
 2.Sharing Formula is as follows, and profits will be wired directly to the accounts 
 of all beneficiaries.  
 3. Sharing:  
  I/China Bank Group profit per Month: 50 %  
  II/Investor profit per Month: 40% 
  III/ Program Manager per Month 10%  
  IV/Asset Manager to assist beneficiaries with making payment   
  on local taxes.  

 4. Investor agrees to pay 5% consultant fees to all parties concerned, as soon 
 as the profits arriving at the account are allowed to move.  
 5. Under this transaction, Investor’s funds in the deposit account will not be 
 moved, blocked, pledged, or depleted.  
 
 
Instead of blocking one of the trading officers must be added with a second signature on 
clients account, with no right whatsoever to move the funds. At the end of the 
trading this signature will be withdrawn. There is no risk, or damage to the account. 
Investor agrees not to move the funds in the account during the transaction period on 
good faith, and is free to handle the account as he desires at the end of the transaction.  
 
 
 
 
* Note: 
 
For further information please contact me. 
 
Regards, 
VICENTE PIQUERAS. 


